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1. Ex pebble dash finish - off white
2. Ex facing brick base course - light brown
3. Ex feature stone banding/ window cill detail - natural/ buff
4. upvc windows - white
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PROPOSED FRONT ELEVATION - North
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Cavity Barriers
- cavity barriers (as per spec) to masonry outer leaf walls

10x65mm perpend ventilators at 1200mm centres at the top and bottom of the wall and above
and below windows
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1. Pebble dash finish to match ex - off white
2. Facing brick base course to match ex - light brown
3. Feature stone banding/ window cill detail to match ex - natural/ buff
4. upvc windows to match ex - white
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TV TV- Existing lintel arrangement to garage door
opening to remain unaffected by the works

- New window unit to be installed to opening
and wall below built up to suit ex wall
construction
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All dimensions and levels to be checked on site and Architect to be informed of any
discrepancies prior to the commencement of work. Unspecified dimensions are not to be scaled
off this drawing. All dimensions are in milimetres unless otherwise specified. If any dimensions or
details conflict please notify the Architect immediately.
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notes:

This drawing to be read together with all other drawings and specifications.
Any discrepancies to be reported immediately to the Architect.

Only CONSTRUCTION or CONTRACT status drawings to be used for
construction purposes.

This drawing and its design are copyright property of HAB ARCHITECTURE
LIMITED and is not to be reproduced without the permission of same

This drawing is for Building Warrant Purposes ONLY. Further Architectural
or Engineering details may be required for construction and site works.

ONLY SCALE FROM THESE DRAWINGS FOR PLANNING PURPOSES.
If in doubt ASK! Refer your query back to the Architect or appropriate
member of the design team.

These drawings are to be read strictly in accordance with the Structural
Engineer's drawings and specifications.
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